
SECTION 5 

TEST DESCRIPTION 

5.1 NOISE TESTS 

The Eagle 21u1 system is a microprocessor upgrade to existing analog plant 
instrumentation and control (I & C) equipment. The Eagle 21%s is installed 
in the existing plant I & C process racks. The field termination wiring in 

these racks does not meet the spatial separation requirements between Class 1E 

and non-IE wiring as specified by IEEE-384-1977 and Nuclear Regulatory Guide 
1.75 Rev. 2. The purpose of the noise tests is to demonstrate that the 

protective actions of the Eagle 211" system are not affected by noise 
injected into or adjacent to class non-lE wiring. Protective action is 

defined as the ability to generate a partial trip output signal upon input 
signal demand. NUREG 1.75 Appendix 1 section 4.5 allows the use of tests to 
demonstrate that class 1E circuits are not degraded when minimum separation 
distance is not maintained. The noise sources were chosen to emulate 
worst-case noise conditions which may be present on non-lE wiring in the 

Eagle 21*v process rack.  

5.1.1 Test Outline 

The Eagle 211m equipment was subjected to the following noise sources: 

o Random Noise Test (Antenna Coupled) 
o Crosstalk Noise - Chattering Relay Test (Antenna and Direct Coupled) 
o Military Specification MIL-N-199M'B Noise Test (Antenna Coupled) 
o High Voltage Transient Noise Test (Antenna Coupled) 
a Static Noise Test (Antenna and Direct Coupled) 

For the random, high-voltage transient and military specification noise tests, 
the noise source was antenna coupled to the class non-lE field wiring under 
test. The noise source was applied to a 40-foot antenna wire adjacent to a 
JO-foot length of unshielded class non-lE field wiring. The antenna was 
brought directly into the cabinet and bundled with Class 1E input/output 
cables upon entering the process rack (see figure 5-1).
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Ife non-1E test cable was terminated with a nominal load value. Load values 
for each board type tested are given below:

Isolator Board T~ype Load

10-50 -mA current loop output, EA0 

Digital Contact Output, ECO 
Partial Trip Output. EPT

600 ohms 
*Open circuit and short circuit 
**40 watt incandescent light bulb

* Since the contact output board nominal load is unknown. both open and 

short circuit tests were performed.  
**This load is considered conservative since the resultant loop 

impedence to transient signals is low compared to the inductive load 

this board would normally service.  

The crosstalk and static noise tests were conducted similarly, except that an 
additional. test was performed where the noise source was applied directly to 
the non-lE wiring. To prevent damage, the isolator was disconnected at the 
Eagle 21'v termination frame and the disconnected non-lE wires shorted to 
complete the crosstalk noise circuit loop. The disconnected non-iL wires were 
open-circuited for the'static noise test (See figures 5-2, 5-4, and 5-7).  

Each noise test run consisted of 2 minutes of pretest data, 2 minutes of test 
data (noise source supplied), and 2 minutes of post-test data.  

For a detailed description of the noise test setup, see section 6.2.1.  

For a detailed test sequence, channel monitoring, and system external 
connection information, see the noise test procedure in appendix C.  

5.1.2 Random Noise Test 

This noise source was generated by a random noise generator 

1--Its output was fed through a power amplifier 
J ec
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The radiated random noise characteristics are as follows: 

* Peak value: 20 V 
frequency: 20 k~lz - 10 MHz 

Figure 5-3 shows the random noise source test setup.  

5.1.3 Crosstalk Noise - Cliattering Relay Test 

A dc and an ac relay were used to generate a radiated crosstalk noise. The 
relays were set in a "chattering" or 'buzzer" mode by wiring the normally 
closed relay contacts in series with the relay coil. The following types of 

relays were used during the crosstalk noise-chattering relay test: 

o Relay with a 118 Vac coil, 0.3 amp nominal 
o Relay with a maximum rating of 600 Vdc, 125 Vdc coil. 0.22 amp nominal 

Figure 5-4a shows the dc crosstalk noise source -- chattering relay test 

setup. Figure 5-4b shows the ac crosstalk noise source -- chattering relay 
test setup.  

5.1.4 Military Specification Noise Test 

Military specification noise testing was performed using switched cycling 
noise sources with the characteristics of Noise Sources No. 1 and No. 2 in 
Military Specification MIL-N-19900B.  

The characteristics for Noise Source No. 1 were: 

Voltage: 115 'Jdc 

Inductance: 3 .4 
%esistance: 500 ohm
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The characteristics for Noise Source No. 2 were: 

Valtage: 115 Vac 
iliductance: 10 .H 
Resistance: 2 ohm 

Repetition rate for both noise sources was 10 on-off cycles per minute.  

Figure 5-5 shows the military specification noise source test setup.  

5.1.5 High Voltage Transient Noise Test 

'this noise source was generated from a surge transient generator( 

Ic coupled to an isolation network box [ 
The high voltage transient noise characteristics are in accordance with 
IEEE-472-1974 as follows: 

ECRSST: 3.3 kV 
Surge Frequency: 1.25 MHz 
Time to 1/2 E CREST '6.4 u~s 

Repetition rate: 120 Hz 

Figure 5-6 shows the high voltage transient noise source test setup.  

5.1.6 Static Noise Test 

This noise source was generated using a step-up transformer [ 
3.C A value of 580 Vrms at 60 Hz was injected into the non-lE test 

cable and into the antenna assembly.  

Figure 5-7 shows the static noise test setup.
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5.2 FAULT TESTS

The purpose of the fault tests is to deownstrate that credible faults injected 
into the non-lE system do not propagate across the class nonl1E to class 1E 
isolation barrier or-from channel to channel within the Eagle 21r" process 
rack. These tests are designed to verify that the Eagle 211m system 
isolation devices are in compliance with IEEE-279-1971, IEEE-384-1981.  
IEEE-603-1980, and Nuclear Regulatory Guide 1.75 Rev. 2 concerning the 
physical independence of class 1E circuits and class lE/non-lE interaction.  

5.2.1 Test Outline 

Maximum credible fault voltages were determined to be 580 Vac and 250 Vdc per 
previous protection system tests (7300 system, QDPS, etc.). In addition, 125 
Vac and 125 Vdc tests were performed where applicable. A fault was considered 
applicable only if the fault challenged the nominal voltage or current ratin~gs 
of the channel under test. For cases where 125 Vac and 125 Vdc tests were 
considered not applicable, 580 Vac and 250 Vdc tests were performed thus 
enveloping the lower voltage tests.  

Fault voltages were applied line to ground and line to line (ungrounded) into 
the isolator terminals. Tables 5-la and 5-lb list tests performed by board 
type. Figures 5-Ba and 5-Sb show the ac and dc fault connections. Postive 
and negative dc voltage line-to-ground faults were applied.  

5.2.2 Test Implementation 

Ac fault voltages were generated using a 7.5 KVA isolation transformer 

I I-c Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show the transformer 
connections used.  

Dc fault voltages were generated using a 250 V. 20 A dc power supply 
I 1 'C Two external 3300 1af 

capacitors were added to increase the potential energy available for fault 
application (See figure 5-11).
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TABLE 5-la 
LINE TO GROUND 

FAULT TESTS PERFORMED

Isolator Board Typ Faults Applied

Trip Output. Energized 
Trip Output, Deenergized 
Contact Output, NO, Energized 
Contact Output. NC, Energized 
Loop Output, 10-50 mA

Vdc.  
Vdc, 
Vdc, 
Vdc, 
Vac,

125 
5810 
580 
580 
125

Vac, 250 Vdc, 580 Vac 

Vac 
Vac 
Vac 
Vdc, 250 Vdc, 580 Vac

TABLE 5-lb 
LINE TO LINE 

FAULT TESTS PERFORMED

Isolator Board TyM Faults Applied

Trip Output, Energized 
Trip Output, Deenergized 
Contact Output, NO, Energized 
Contact Output, NC, Energized 
Contact Output, NO, Deenergized 
Contact Output, NC, Deenergized 
Loop Output 10-50 mA

125 
250 
125 
250 
250 
125 
125

Vac, 
Vdc, 
Vac, 
Vdc, 
Vdc.  
Vac, 
Vac,

125 
580 
125 
580 
580 
125 
125

Vdc, 
Vac 
Vdc, 
Vac 
Vac 
Vdc, 
Vdc,

250 Vdc, 580 Vac 

250 Vdc, 580 Vac 

250 Vdc, 580 Vac 
250 Vdc, 580 Vac

Plh:lb0431U 5-13
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Each fault test consisted of a 1-minute protest runt a 1-minute application of 
fault and a 1-minute post-test run. Repairs required following each fault 
test were recorded noting all failed components.  

For a detailed description of the fault test setup, see section 6.2.2.  

For detailed test sequence, channel monitoring, and system external connection 
information, see the fault test procedure in Appendix C.  

5.3 SURGE WITHSTAND CAPABILITY (SWC) TEST 

The SWC tests were conducted under normal operating conditions of the system 
in accordance with IEEE 472-1974. The purpose of this test was to determine: 
(1) the protective actions of the Eagle 211mt system are not affected by 
application of the surge withstand test wave to the designated class non-lE to 

class 1E isolators, (2) that no component failures occurred, and (3) that no 
change in channel calibrations occurred due to the application of the surge.  
withstand test wave.  

5.3.1 Test Outline 

All1 system inputs/outputs were surge tested in the common and transverse modes 

including the system power supply input circuitry.  

Each of the following system interfaces were tested: 

o Digital Contact Output (NO and NC configurations). class non-lE/IE 
isolator 

o Partial Trip Output (energized and deenergized conditions), class 
non-lE/li isolator 

o Current Loop Output 10-50 mA, class non-IE/lE isolator 
o Current Loow Input (4-20 mA, 10-50 mA, with and without loop power 

supply) 
o WA lTD Input

Vi5g: 1wieS -15-18



o AR NTD Input (0-10 volt application) 
o, MR RTD Input 
o Cabinet AC power feed 

5.3.1.1 Common Mods Test 

For this test, one terminal of the test generator was connected to each system 
input or output connection group. The other terminal of the test generator 
was connected to the ground of the surge generator (See figure 5-12a).  

5.3.1.2 Transverse Mode Test 

For this test, the terminals of th. test generator were connected to the high 

and low of each system input or output signal pair (See figure 5-12b).  

5.3.2 Test Implementation 

The surge withstand capability test was carried out by using a surge generator 

Icand an isolation network [, 3c 

The SWC test w-.vo generated was it' accordance with IEEE-472-1974 and had the 
following charactorist~cs: 

ECREST a2.5kV 
Surge Frequency a 1.25 M~z 
T~uie to 1/2 ECREST v 6.4 us 

Repetition Frequency a 120 Hz 

Each SWC test run consisted of a 2-minute pretest run, 2-second application of 
the SWC test wave, and a 2-minute post-test run.  

Figure 5-12c shows a schematic diagram of the equipment connections which were 
implemented during the SWC test.
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A detailled description of the SWC test implementation is given in the SWC Test 
Setup Description, section 6.2.3.  

For detailed test sequence, channel monitoring. and system external connection 
information, see the SWC test procedure in appendix C.  

5.4 RADI FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE (RFI) SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST 

The purpose of this RFI susceptibility test was to evaluate the performance of 

the system when subjected to electromagnetic fields such as those generated 
from portable radio transceivers or any other devices that generate 
continuous-wave radiated electromagnetic energy.  

5.4.1 Test MethodoloRY, 

The RFI susceptibility tests were conducted in accordance with SANA Standard 
PMC 33.1-1978. The classes of field strengths the system was subjected to 
were 3 V/rn and 10 V/rn over the entire frequency range of 20 MHz to 1 6Mz.  

Two types of tests were performed. In the first, referred to as a 

Omodulation* test, a computer-controlled sweep of the signal generator was 
utilized, I 

IbcIn the second test, referred to as a Okaying" test, the 
signal generator output was turned on and off at 1-second intervals and with 
very short rise and fall times to simulate the keying of a transceiver.  

5.4.2 Test Location 

The tests were carried out in a shielded enclosure (anechoic chaeor)
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5.4.3 Test Cavipmmnt 

Two types of antennae were used during the testing. A biconical antenna 
covered frequencies ranging from 20 Mliz to 160 Mliz, and a log periodic antenna 
covered frequencies ranging from 160 Mliz to I 6Hz.  

Two power amiplifiers were used to cover the whole frequency range. The first 
amiplifier covered 20 MHz to 500 MHz; the second amplifier covered 500 MHz to 1 
6Hz.  

p5.4.4 Test Procedure sgnlgnrtr Onecibaon etgwsI bc 

Calibration testing was conducted to generate a calibration data file for the 

A detailed description of the radio frequency interference test implementation 
is given in the Radio Frequency Interference Test Setup Description (section 
6.2.4).  

For detailed test sequence, channel monitoring, and system external connection 
information. see the Radio Frequency Interference test procedure in appndix C.  

5.4.5 Calibration Test 

The calibration data files were generated for 3 V/e and 10 V/. over the entire 
frequency baond (20 MHu to I MOl:) for both vertical and horizontal 
polarizations, for use in implementing the udlation and keying tests.  
Figure S-14 is a photo of the anechoic chaert showing the log periodic 
antenna in the horizontal polarization calibration 

3-c
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A detailed description of the RF! test implementation is given in the RFI Te'si 
Setup Description, Section 0.2.4.  

For detailed test sequence, channel monitoring, andj sftsem external connection 
information. see the RFI test procedure in Ap~pendix C.  

-3.4.7 keying Test 

The keying test frequeny selection wa~s performed manual ly. The most 
suscetible points$ as determined by the modulation tests, wer sujeted to 
the keying test. At least three data points pe octave were tested. Table 
5-2 shows the keying test frequecies.

OvOF16 640

b~c

b.c
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TABLE 5-2 
KEYING TEST FREQUENCIES 
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----- M-&.I~ V

V2; -~

J b, c

During the keying test. only the front of the cabinet was targeted, because 
this was considered to be the *most susceptible side' to the RF field.  
Vertical and horizontal polarizations were implemented.
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Figure 5-1S. Block Diagram of Radio Frequency 
Interference Keying Tests
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SECTION 6 

TEST SETUP AND MONITORING

6.1 TEST SETUP 

The test setup consisted of an inp'ut/output simulator and recording test 
station. Test equipment included a data logger, tape recorder strip chart 
recorder, voltmeter, and an oscilloscope. Figure 6-1 shows the cabinet and 
field cable setup. Figure 6-2 shows the test equipment setup. Figure 6-3 is 
a test configuration block diagram.  

6.1.1 system Connections 

Forty-foot field cables were routed from the test station through the cabinet 
top entry and were terminated at the field terminal blocks. Cable shields 
were terminated at the field terminal blocks and left open at the test station 
per standard wiring practice. All cables were bundled together (1E and 
non-lE) upon entry into the cabinet. System external connection diagrams are 
provided in section 3.  

6.1.2 Simulated Input Signals 

Input signals were simulated in a manner which replicates, as close as 
possible, actual plant sensors. The listing below gives signal type, 
simulation method, and circuit figure reference:

I nput 
Signal Type 

0 - 10y 

4-20 mA/10-50 mý 
Wide Range RTD 
Narrow Range RTC

Simulation 
Method 

Voltage source 
Transmitter 
Potentiometer 
Precision resistor 

network

snlet -0616

Figure 

N/A 
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Actual simulated input values for each test are specified in the test 
procedures, appendix C.  

6.1.3 Data Acouisition System 

The data acquisition system provided a record of cabinet performance during 
each test. The data acquisition system consisted of a tape recorder. strip 
chart recorder and a data logger.  

The listing below gives output signal type, monitoring method, and circuit 
figure reference:

Output 
Signal Type 

10 - 50 mA 
Trip Output 
Contact Output

Monitoring 
Method 

resistor 
120 Vac detector, status light 
voltage/resi stor

Actual ou~put points monitored for each test are specified in the test 
procedures, appendix C.

6 i.3.1 Tape Recorder 

A 14-channel FM tape recorder was used to provide a permanent record of system 
peformance- before. during and after each abnormal event (noise, surge, RF'I, 
Set.).  

1b,c 

Tape recorder monitored signal: were processed through buffer amplifiers.  

6.1.3.2 Data Logge 

The digital data logger was used for pre-test and p.ost-test verification of 
system status. Prior to each test, it was used to generate a printout for all

WMbtbawU -
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Figure 6-7. 1O0-50 mA Current Loop Output Monitoring
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Figure 6-9. Contact Output Monitoring
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At

monitored channels to verify that system performance was normal. After each 
test, another printout of the data for all monitored channels was generated to 
verify that system performance had not degraded durfin testing. These 
printouts were then attached te the backs of the data sheets. To prevent 
noise spikes caused by periodic data sampling, the data logger was not 
connected during testing.

6.1.3.3 Strip Chart Recorder

Two 8-channel strip chart recorders were used as a continuous monitor 
system performance before, during, and after each abnormal event. An 
marker was used to mark the beginning and end of each abnormal event.  
monitored signals ware processed through buffer amplifiers. (

of 
event 

The

1b c

6.2 TEST MIONITORING

The tests ware monitored in accordance with the acceptance criteria outlined 

in section 7. Selected system input/output points were monitored to measure 

system performance during the noise, fault, surge. and radio frequency 
interference testing. The man-machine interface (MM!) terminal was 

disconnected during the test runs. The MM! connection can be construed as an 
additional ~Ntenna. During actual plant operation, the MM! is only connected 

during cabinet testing and only one protection set is allowed in test at a 
time. Thus, the NMI! connection is not considered common mode E 

3-.c The MM! was connected 
periodically to trouble-shoot and interrogate input signal processing 
performance.  

Specific data points monitored were determined by the particular test being 
performed. In general, points monitored were chosen to best monitor overall 
1agl 21' system performance.
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Data sheets, strip chart recorder printouts, data logge printouts, and tape 
recorder log sheets were utilized to record data. Data sheets are attached at 
the end of this section for information.  

6.2.1 Noise Test Setup Description 

Eagle 21w system input/output performance, while subjected to the noise 
tests described in section 5.1. was monitored in the following manner: 

o Analog outputs -- Four analog output channels wore mnonitored 
continuously during the noise tests. The channels monitored 
replicated signals processed by current loop, wide range RTD, and 
narrow range RTD input signal conditioning boards. Thus, system 
analog input/output processing performance was measured.  

o Digital outputs -- A single variable NR RTD (Thot3) was chosen to 
toggle all six Delta T/Tavg System trip outputs. All six trip output 
channels were toggled utilizing the variable RTD circuit shown in 
Figure 6-6. The control relay was cycled continuously during 
pre-test, test and post-test runs 

1bcThe Delta 
T/Tavg system inputs were set just below and above the trip output 
toggle point (.2% or less). The Delta T/T a system utilizes 
current loop, NR RTD and 0-10 volt analog input signals to generate 
partial trip output signals (see section 3 for system block 
diagrams). Thus, any significant degradation in system input signal 
processing would result in a trip output status failure. A normally 
open contact output channel was also monitored. The contact output 
was normally energized throughout the test.  

Trip output status was monitored continuously during the noise tests using a 
strip chart recorder.  

Analog/digital channels adjacent to the non-IE channel under test were chosen 
for monitoring to emulate worst case system configuration. See figure 6-10 
for the noise test data sheet.
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E-AALE 219 NOISE TEST REPOIRT

TEST TYPE/PROCEDURE NUMBER (REV)
DATE___________ 

NOISE INJECTION CIIANNEL NUMBER/TAG NO.  

DATA LOGGER PRINTOUT: 
(PRETEST/POST-TEST).

BISTABLE PERFORMANCE (PASS/FAIL): 

AEMARKS/OBSER VAT IOKS:

ANALOG OUTPUT PRETEST 
NAME/TMG NO. DC VALUE P-P NOISE 

PZR VAP/T454A 

.4R TEMP/T441L 

MR TEMP/T441K 

Vi PRE/P4086 

TAPE SET: 
TAPE FOOTAGE: 

(PRE-TEST/TEST/POST-TEST) 

REMRS/USR VAT IONS: 

FEM0OED BY/DATE:

NOISE APPLIED 
DC VALUE P-P NOISE

Figur 6-10. Noise Test Oita Sheet 
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